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Abstract—Rayleigh waves often propagate according to com-

plex mode excitation so that the proper identification and

separation of specific modes can be quite difficult or, in some cases,

just impossible. Furthermore, the analysis of a single compo-

nent (i.e., an inversion procedure based on just one objective

function) necessarily prevents solving the problems related to the

non-uniqueness of the solution. To overcome these issues and

define a holistic analysis of Rayleigh waves, we implemented a

procedure to acquire data that are useful to define and efficiently

invert the three objective functions defined from the three follow-

ing ‘‘objects’’: the velocity spectra of the vertical- and radial-

components and the Rayleigh-wave particle motion (RPM) fre-

quency-offset data. Two possible implementations are presented. In

the first case we consider classical multi-offset (and multi-com-

ponent) data, while in a second possible approach we exploit the

data recorded by a single three-component geophone at a fixed

offset from the source. Given the simple field procedures, the

method could be particularly useful for the unambiguous

geotechnical exploration of large areas, where more complex

acquisition procedures, based on the joint acquisition of Rayleigh

and Love waves, would not be economically viable. After illus-

trating the different kinds of data acquisition and the data

processing, the results of the proposed methodology are illustrated

in a case study. Finally, a series of theoretical and practical aspects

are discussed to clarify some issues involved in the overall pro-

cedure (data acquisition and processing).

Key words: Surface wave dispersion, joint inversion of seis-

mic data, Rayleigh waves, holistic analysis of surface waves,

Pareto optimality, Rayleigh-wave Particle Motion (RPM) curve,

Rayleigh-wave Prograde motion.

1. Introduction

The exploitation of surface-wave propagation for

the determination of the vertical shear-wave velocity

(VS) profile is nowadays routinely adopted for a

number of seismological and geotechnical applica-

tions (e.g., Poggi and Fäh 2010; Luo et al. 2011;

O’Connell and Turner 2011; Boxberger et al. 2011;

Zhang et al. 2017).

A number of active and passive techniques aimed

at retrieving the dispersive properties of the investi-

gated site have been proposed (for an overview, see

Dal Moro 2014; Foti et al. 2014) but we should

highlight that the way we then invert the obtained

dispersive properties is a different issue.

Surface-wave analysis is in fact typically accom-

plished in two steps:

1. determination of the dispersive properties of the

site;

2. their inversion (aimed at determining the subsur-

face VS model).

The multi-channel analysis of surface waves

(MASW) is a very well known acronym typically

used to indicate the classical approach to determine

the dispersive properties from multi-channel (multi-

offset) active data. A series of equally spaced geo-

phones is deployed and the acquired seismic traces

are used to define the phase velocity spectrum (Xia

et al. 1999; Dal Moro et al. 2003).

Typically, only the vertical-component of Ray-

leigh waves is considered and the obtained velocity

spectrum (which represents the dispersive properties

of the site) is interpreted in terms of modal curves
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which are then inverted (Xia et al. 1999; Ryden et al.

2003).

It must be emphasized that such approach (the

interpretation of the modal dispersion curves of the

vertical-component of Rayleigh waves, their picking

and final inversion) is not the only possible and,

actually, it can be highly problematic because it

involves a personal (i.e., subjective) interpretation of

a single velocity spectrum (see Zhang and Chan

2003; Dal Moro 2014; Dal Moro et al. 2015a, b, c).

With the aim of illustrating how complex and

counterintuitive a phase velocity spectrum can actu-

ally be, in Fig. 1 we present and comment a synthetic

dataset computed according to Carcione (1992). The

computed phase velocity spectrum reported in Fig. 1c

is apparently continuous and seemingly simple (no

jump or weird features). In spite of this, once we plot

the theoretical dispersion curves of the first two

modes (Fig. 1d), we realize that the signal that

dominates the velocity spectrum is actually the

combination of the fundamental mode for frequencies

higher than 40 Hz and of the first higher mode for

lower frequencies.

Because the signal in the velocity spectrum is

continuous (Fig. 1c), it is clear that in case this kind

of dataset would be interpreted in terms of modal

dispersion curves, it would be inevitably misinter-

preted and, consequently, an erroneous subsurface

Figure 1
Complex (counterintuitive) phase velocity spectrum for a synthetic dataset (MASW data): a subsurface model (the numbers are the adopted

Poisson’s values); b synthetic seismic traces of the vertical-component computed according to Carcione (1992); c phase velocity spectrum of

the computed synthetic traces; d phase velocity spectrum and theoretical modal dispersion curves of the first two modes (the white and green

lines indicate the fundamental and first higher mode, respectively). Because the signal in the velocity spectrum is continuous (see plot c), it is

impossible to separate the two modes. Consequently, any kind of analysis based on the identification and inversion of the modal dispersion

curves will necessarily fail
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model would be obtained. Since the velocity spec-

trum would be likely interpreted as expression of the

fundamental mode only, the obtained VS values

would be clearly overestimated.

In Dal Moro et al. (2015a, b, 2016), we introduced

a series of procedures aimed at the joint analysis of

multi-component data with the final goal of obtaining

a subsurface model free from significant ambiguities

both because we analyze multi-component data, both

because we do not consider an approach based on the

analysis of picked (i.e., subjectively interpreted)

modal dispersion curves.

One of the goals of the present work is to further

improve the analysis of Rayleigh waves and, there-

fore, give the MASW acronym a more

comprehensive meaning.

In fact, several points should be addressed when

dealing with surface-wave analysis:

1. How many and what kind of components are

considered? Only the vertical component? Only

the vertical and radial components of Rayleigh

waves? Are Love waves analyzed?

2. How are the data analyzed and inverted? Do we

deal with interpreted modal dispersion curves?

According to the effective dispersion curve

approach (Lai and Rix 1998; 2002)? Is the entire

frequency-velocity matrix considered (Dal Moro

et al. 2014; Dal Moro 2014)?

3. Do we only consider the velocities or any other

ancillary ‘‘object’’ useful to further characterize

the surface-wave propagation and consequently

better constrain the inversion process?

Although the importance of Love waves was

already pointed out in Safani et al. (2005), Dal Moro

and Ferigo (2011), Xia et al. (2012), Dal Moro

(2014), and Dal Moro et al. (2015c), for the present

work we focus on Rayleigh waves only.

While working on the practical aspects to face

during the exploration of large areas (Dal Moro and

Keller 2015), we realized that, when dealing with

several hundreds or thousands of shot points, the joint

acquisition of Rayleigh and Love waves might be

quite cumbersome and, consequently, expensive. In

fact, the joint acquisition of Rayleigh and Love waves

requires the use of two different sources and, for the

shear source used to generate Love waves, obtaining

a good coupling can be sometimes problematic.

Although these facts can be easily handled while

dealing with few shots, when the amount of shot

points becomes large, the overall acquisition proce-

dures can become hard to manage.

We then focused on the opportunities highlighted

in some recent studies regarding the holistic analysis

of Rayleigh waves (Dal Moro et al. 2015a, b, 2017).

By holistic we refer to the analysis of various

attributes that, altogether, can fully describe the

Rayleigh-wave propagation, so not merely the phase

or group velocities of one or two components.

In the present work we consider the Rayleigh

waves acquired according to active procedures, but

analyze their propagation both from the point of view

of the velocities along the vertical (Z) and radial

(R) components (in general terms, the Z and R ve-

locity spectra are different), both considering the

actual particle motion summarized by the Rayleigh-

wave particle motion (RPM) curves.

Such a new ‘‘object’’ (the RPM curve) aims to

describe the actual particle motion due to the Ray-

leigh-wave propagation and was introduced in Dal

Moro et al. (2017). Although it is often stated that

Rayleigh waves propagate according to a retrograde

motion, it was observed that prograde motion is

possible (Tanimoto and Rivera 2005; Malischewsky

et al. 2008) and actually much more common than

usually believed (Dal Moro et al. 2017).

In the present work, the RPM data are jointly

inverted with the velocity spectra of both the vertical

(Z) and radial (R) components of Rayleigh waves,

here analyzed according to the Full Velocity Spec-

trum (FVS) approach (Dal Moro 2014; Dal Moro

et al. 2014, 2015c), thus not considering the classical

modal dispersion curves.

The goal is to understand and properly exploit

complex datasets and define a robust subsurface

model that does not significantly suffer from data

misinterpretation and ambiguities related to the non-

uniqueness of the solution.

It is important to point out that the RPM curves

quantify the retrograde or prograde motion and not

the Rayleigh-wave ellipticity as described for

instance in Hobiger et al. (2009) for passive data and

Dal Moro et al. (2015a, b, 2016) for active data. The

RPM data describe the verse (retrograde, prograde, or
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a mixture of the two) of the motion, while the ellip-

ticity quantifies the shape (more or less elliptical) of

the Rayleigh-wave circular motion.

In the present paper, the velocity spectra of the

Rayleigh-wave vertical- and radial-components are

jointly analyzed with the RPM data according to two

possible approaches:

1. multi-offset data that can be acquired by a

classical multi-channel seismograph;

2. single-offset data acquired by a single three-

component (3C) geophone deployed at a certain

distance (offset) from the source.

To avoid exceedingly wordy expressions, we refer

to the two approaches using the following expres-

sions and related acronyms: multi-offset RPM

holistic (MO-RPM-HS) analysis when dealing with

multi-offset data and single-offset RPM holistic (SO-

RPM-HS) analysis for single-offset data.

In the Sect. 2, we first describe the various and

different acquisition procedures that can be adopted

and summarize some fundamental points regarding

the data analysis.

Then, in the Sect. 3, we describe the way the three

considered objects are handled and inverted.

The results obtained by means of the two possible

approaches (MO-RPM-HS and SO-RPM-HS) are

illustrated by considering a non-trivial field dataset.

A further dataset, largely dominated by prograde

motion, is then analyzed and discussed to highlight

the importance of the proposed joint approach.

We eventually summarize the main advantages of

the proposed method, also briefly presenting a 2D

section obtained by means of the proposed holistic

approach.

2. Data Acquisition

Since the methodology considered in the present

paper can be used for both single- and multi-offset

data, in the next three sub-sections we summarize

three different approaches that can be adopted to

collect the multi-component data required for the

holistic analyses described later on.

2.1. Acquisition of Single-Offset Multi-Component

Data (SO-RPM-HS Approach)

The Rayleigh-wave analysis accomplished with

the classical multiple-filter analysis (MFA) method

(Dziewonsky et al. 1969) was recently improved by

considering a multi-component inversion based on

three objective functions (Dal Moro et al.

2015a, b, 2016): the group-velocity spectra of the

radial and vertical-components and the radial-to-

vertical spectral ratio (RVSR).

The key point of this approach (holistic

analysis of surface waves; HS) is that the data

acquisition is performed by a single 3C geophone

positioned at a certain distance (offset) from the

source (Fig. 2). Clearly, the maximum penetration

depth depends on the lowest frequency that can be

soundly analyzed, which depends on the combi-

nation of several facts: the characteristics of the

adopted source, the attenuation induced by the

local sediments and the adopted offset (the larger

the distance between the source and the receiver,

the deeper the potential penetration depth). For a

wider discussion about these mutually related

aspects see for instance Luo et al. (2011) and

Foti et al. (2014).

Figure 2
Single-offset multi-component data acquisition: a single 3-component geophone is set at a defined distance (offset) from the source. For the

implementation of the method considered in the present paper, we only consider the Z and R components
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The recorded data can also be used to compute the

RPM frequency curve (Dal Moro et al. 2017), which

will be here jointly analyzed with the velocity spectra

of the Z and R components.

It is useful to underline the meaning of two

expressions that might be otherwise confused. In

spite of the fact that in this latter case (Fig. 2) we are

dealing with only two or three seismic traces, the

acquisition is still multi-channel since it requires

more than one acquisition channel. In other words,

the expression multi-channel does not necessarily

refer to the use of a series of single-component

geophones set at different offsets (conventional

MASW approach): the acquisition setting represented

in Fig. 2 is multi-channel and single-offset since it

allows the acquisition of multi-component data (Z,

R and T components) referred to a single offset.

On the other side, if we consider 24 vertical

geophones set at increasing distances from the source

(standard MASW acquisition setting providing sin-

gle-component data for several offsets), we deal with

a multi-offset and multi-channel setting that allows

the acquisition of just one component (in this case the

vertical one).

2.2. Acquisition of Multi-Offset Multi-Component

Data (MO-RPM-HS Approach)

Multi-offset and multi-component data can be

easily and simultaneously acquired using a common

and classical 24-channel seismograph and the acqui-

sition scheme reported in Fig. 3 (please notice that

for most of the near-surface applications, 12 traces

are more than sufficient for surface-wave dispersion

analysis—Dal Moro et al. 2003; Dal Moro 2014).

However, the Z and R components do not have to

be acquired simultaneously, as in the scheme reported

in Fig. 3. In case we want to deal with a 24-trace

dataset and have a 24-channel seismograph, it is

possible to acquire first the 24 vertical traces and then

the 24 radial traces, by simply replacing the

geophones.

Needless to say that an acquisition system

equipped with 3C sensors would allow the simul-

taneous and quick acquisition of all the

components.

From the practical point of view, it is important to

point out that the vertical and horizontal geophones

do not need to have exactly the same response curve

because the RPM curve does not depend on the

amplitudes of the two traces—details are provided in

Sect. 3.2. This is quite relevant because the two sets

of vertical and horizontal geophones might come

from different manufacturers and have different

response curves.

In contrast, the computation of the RVSR (the

curve that describes the Rayleigh-wave ellipticity in

case of active data used for instance in Dal Moro

et al. 2015a, b, 2016) requires calibrated geophones

with the same response curve.

Figure 3
Example of multi-offset joint simultaneous acquisition of the Z and R components (multi-component MASW approach)
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2.3. Multi-Offset and Multi-Component Acquisition

via Multi-channel Simulation with One Receiver

(MSOR)

Multi-offset and multi-component data can also

be recorded using a single 3C geophone and moving

the source to different offsets, which is sometimes

called multi-channel simulation with one receiver

(MSOR; Ryden et al. 2003).

This acquisition technique can provide multi-

offset and multi-component data suitable for our

analyses using affordable equipment.

Compared to Ryden et al. (2003), in our case, we

would use not a single-component sensor, but a 3C

geophone that allows the simultaneous acquisition of

both the vertical- and radial-components for each

offset (in the present paper we do not consider the

transversal component); hence, the expression ‘‘mul-

ti-offset simulation with one 3C receiver’’ would be

actually more precise.

The main problem in applying the MSOR

approach, is that the field procedures are necessarily

relatively heavy (usually the geophone remains in

one place and the source moves). To reduce the

physical effort related to the hammer work and

source re-location, the stack adopted for each single-

offset is then often small and, consequently, the

signal-to-noise ratio risks to be poor. This can be

significant in some cases, especially for the radial

Figure 4
Concise representation of the Full Velocity Spectrum (FVS) analysis: a phase velocity spectrum of a field dataset; b phase velocity spectrum

of the synthetic model identified by means of the FVS optimization procedure presented in Dal Moro et al. (2014, 2016) and Dal Moro (2014);

c compact representation of the two previous velocity spectra (the background colors represent the velocity spectrum of the field data, while

the overlaying black contour lines pertain to the synthetic data); d same data as in the previous plot but from a different (3D) perspective
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component, which is often more sensitive to hetero-

geneities between the source and the receivers (e.g.,

Rodrı́guez-Castellanos et al. 2006).

3. The Three Objects and Their Joint Inversion

As briefly stated in the introductory paragraph, the

proposed method is based on the joint inversion of

three ‘‘objects’’ that, altogether, holistically describe

the way Rayleigh waves propagate:

1. the velocity spectrum of the vertical component;

2. the velocity spectrum of the radial component;

3. the RPM data describing the actual particle

motion.

The velocity spectra of the radial and vertical

components are analyzed and inverted according to

the FVS approach. As shown in the Sect. 3.1, this

approach (widely described in Dal Moro et al. 2014

and Dal Moro 2014) allows the analysis of the

velocity spectra without their interpretation in terms

of modal dispersion curves.

The RPM data are represented by a single RPM

frequency curve when we consider the SO-RPM-HS

approach (one single offset), or by a RPM frequency-

offset surface in case of multi-offset data (MO-RPM-

HS).

Some fundamental aspects regarding the FVS

approach and RPM data are described in the fol-

lowing three sub-sections, together with a brief

description of the adopted multi-objective inversion

scheme.

3.1. Full Velocity Spectrum (FVS) Analysis

Dispersion analysis is commonly performed while

considering interpreted modal dispersion curves. By

the way, extracting the modal dispersion curves from

a field velocity spectrum is not always easy or

feasible since it can be hard to define and separate

different modes (see Fig. 1 and related text) and, in

Figure 5
Computation of the Rayleigh-wave particle motion (RPM) frequency curve: a original vertical (Z) and radial (R) field traces (offset 40 m);

b manipulated traces (the Z trace is divided by 2); c, d report the RPM curves of the original and manipulated data, respectively
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any case, the picking of a modal dispersion curve is a

subjective exercise. In other words, the inversion of a

picked dispersion curve is not the inversion of an

objective quantity but of an interpreted (i.e., subjec-

tive) curve.

To try to overcome these issues, through the FVS

approach we invert the velocity spectrum as a whole

without the need to name the modes in it. Actually,

the first two objects we consider in the implemented

methodology are the velocity spectra of both the

radial and vertical components of Rayleigh waves

which, in general terms, are different, so provide

complementary information.

The FVS inversion is accomplished through the

following scheme:

1. computation of the synthetic seismic traces of the

considered components for a tentative model;

2. computation of the velocity spectra of the obtained

synthetic traces (via phase shift in case of phase

velocities or MFA in case of group velocities);

3. computation of the misfit between the velocity

spectra of the field and synthetic data.

These three steps are implemented within an

optimization scheme that minimizes the misfit

and eventually provides the subsurface model

associated with a velocity spectrum as similar as

possible to the velocity spectrum of the field data.

In this way we deal with the entire velocity

spectrum (i.e., the entire frequency-velocity

matrix) and not with a picked dispersion curve

(i.e., an interpreted frequency-velocity curve).

Further details and a series of case studies are

presented in Dal Moro 2014 and Dal Moro et al.

2014, 2015a, c, 2016).

An example of single-component FVS inversion

is reported in Fig. 4. The first plot (Fig. 4a) reports

the phase velocity spectrum of a field dataset, while

Fig. 4b shows the velocity spectrum of the syn-

thetic dataset obtained by following the above-

reported optimization scheme. To summarize both

the velocity spectra in a single plot, Fig. 4c

displays both the field (background colors) and

synthetic (overlaying black contour lines) spectra

(the 3D plot in Fig. 4d contains the same data from

a different perspective).

3.2. The RPM Frequency Curve and its Basic

Properties

The RPM frequency curve is represented by the

correlation coefficients between the radial (R) com-

ponent and the Hilbert transform of the vertical

(Z) trace computed after filtering the data with a

series of narrow Gaussian filters centered at each

considered frequency (Dal Moro et al. 2017). We

then obtain a curve with values ranging from -1

Figure 6
Rayleigh-wave particle motion (RPM) data for a synthetic multi-

offset dataset: a VS subsurface model (Poisson values fixed to 0.33

for all layers); b RPM frequency curves for 24 different offsets

ranging from 5 to 50 m (the thicker the line, the larger the offset);

c their representation as RPM frequency-offset surface
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(pure prograde motion) to ?1 (pure retrograde

motion).

Such a curve summarizes the actual motion of a

particle induced by Rayleigh waves and, since its

actual trend depends on the subsurface conditions, it

can be exploited to further constrain the subsurface

model itself.

Rayleigh-wave motion is in fact frequency depen-

dant (low frequencies are influenced by the

characteristics of the deep layers, while the high

frequencies depend on the shallow materials).

In this respect, compared to the polarity analysis

presented in Gribler et al. (2016), the RPM frequency

curve benefits in particular from two important

features:

1. because it is defined frequency by frequency (and

not as a mean value over a wide frequency range),

it is significantly more accurate and meaningful;

2. since it is based on the computation of the correlation

coefficient, it can be determined even if the vertical

and horizontal geophones used to acquire the data do

not have the same response curve.

The first point is quite simple and does not require

much explanation; the average polarity considered by

Gribler et al. (2016) is necessarily a rough value with

a relatively limited meaning because the actual

Rayleigh-wave motion is a function of the frequency

(and offset).

Figure 7
Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) optimization:

misfit values of the three objective functions considered for the

present study (velocity spectra of the vertical and radial compo-

nents and RPM data). Each point represents a model evaluated

during the optimization procedure. The red circles indicate the final

Pareto optimal models

Figure 8
Location of the study site (Northeast Italy). The gravel bed of the Tagliamento River is clearly visible on the right
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On the other side, because of its practical

consequences, it is probably useful to clearly illus-

trate the second property of the RPM frequency

curve.

The data reported in Fig. 5 are used to provide

such evidence. The Z and R field traces reported in

Fig. 5a are used to compute the RPM frequency

curve presented in Fig. 5c. We then divided the Z

trace by two (Fig. 5b) and re-computed the RPM

frequency curve (Fig. 5d). The two obtained RPM

curves are clearly identical and this provides the

evidence that, in order to compute the RPM curve, it

is not necessary to use geophones with the same

response curve.

On the other hand, the method presented in

Gribler et al. (2016) is based on the analysis of the

amplitudes; therefore; it requires analyzing data

acquired through vertical and horizontal geophones

with the same response curve.

In contrast, the RPM frequency curves are defined

by simple correlation coefficients and, consequently,

do not depend on the amplitude of the two traces but

only on their synchronization (frequency by

frequency).

Because the RPM frequency curve is computed

for a specific offset, in case of multi-offset data

(Fig. 3) we can define a RPM frequency-offset

surface. Figure 6 reports a multi-offset synthetic case

for a non-trivial subsurface model with a significant

low-velocity area between about 12 and 21 m

Table 1

Acquisition parameters for the multi-offset and multi-component

data accomplished via MSOR (Ryden et al. 2003)

Minimum offset 3 m

Station spacing 5 m

Number of stations 14

Record length 1 s

Sampling frequency 1000 Hz

Stack 3

Figure 9
Case study. Field data acquired via MSOR and the three objects considered for the MO-RPM-HS approach: a vertical (Z) and radial

(R) traces; b Rayleigh-wave particle motion (RPM) frequency-offset surface; c phase velocity spectrum of the vertical component; d phase

velocity spectrum of the radial-component
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(Fig. 6a). The synthetic Z and R traces were created

following Herrmann (2013) and from these we then

computed the RPM frequency curves for each

considered offset.

In Fig. 6b we report the single RPM frequency

curves for several offsets, while in Fig. 6c is reported

the RPM frequency-offset surface which describes

the RPM as a function of both the frequency and

offset. As expected, the way the different modes

unfold and determine the actual RPM varies both as a

function of the frequency and offset.

As shown in the case studies reported in Dal Moro

et al. (2017), we must emphasize that prograde

motion occurs much more frequently than tradition-

ally hypothesized, even for very simple subsurface

conditions. Abrupt shear-wave impedance variations

or/and low-velocity channels are often responsible for

prograde motion, but even very simple subsurface

conditions can actually generate prograde motion,

which is actually determined by the combination of

several subsurface features that cannot be always

easily schematized.

3.3. Joint Inversion via Multi-Objective Evolutionary

Algorithm (MOEA) Optimization

The joint inversion of the three considered objects

(the RPM data and the velocity spectra of the vertical

and radial components) is performed according to the

multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) opti-

mization scheme described in Dal Moro and Pipan

(2007) and Dal Moro et al. (2016), thus without any

normalization of the misfit values and while keeping

them separate.

Figure 7 shows an example of a three-objective

space: each point represents a subsurface model

(defined by its three misfits) and the red circles

highlight the final Pareto front models (Sawaragi

et al. 1985; Van Veldhuizen and Lamont 1998;

Zitzler and Thiele 1999).

Figure 10
Case study (MO-RPM-HS approach). The two most important models obtained from the joint inversion of the multi-offset data (see also

Fig. 11). Upper plots refer to the minimum-distance model: a vertical-component phase velocity spectra; b radial-component phase velocity

spectra; c RPM frequency-offset surfaces. Lower plots refer to the mean model (computed by considering all the Pareto optimal models):

d vertical-component phase velocity spectra; e radial-component phase velocity spectra; f RPM frequency-offset surfaces. For the velocity

spectra, the colors in the background pertain to the field data, while the overlaying black contour lines represent the synthetic data of the

identified models. For the RPM data, the synthetic surface is reported by dashed contour lines with the same color scale as the field data (since

the agreement between the field and synthetic data is extremely good, the two surfaces are visually hardly separable)
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It is important to underline that a joint inversion is

necessarily a sort of compromise. While it is simple

to find a ‘‘perfect’’ match for a single objective

function (e.g., the phase velocity spectrum or disper-

sion curve of the vertical-component of the Rayleigh

waves), when dealing with two or more objective

functions it is usually impossible to find a model that

perfectly matches all the considered objects. In fact,

data always and necessarily contain some noise (both

coherent and incoherent) that can reflect differently

on the considered components and objective func-

tions. Rodrı́guez-Castellanos et al. (2006) showed for

instance that, with respect to the vertical component,

the radial component of Rayleigh waves is more

affected by possible cracks in the medium.

A dipping horizon, the scattering created by

buried boulders or discontinuities and, in general,

any sort of possible anisotropy or heterogeneity can

influence the various components differently.

This means that when we perform a joint inver-

sion we cannot expect a perfect match for all the

considered objective functions.

Incidentally, a quantitative way to evaluate the

consistency of a joint inversion performed via MOEA

was presented in Dal Moro and Pipan (2007), Dal

Moro and Ferigo (2011) and Dal Moro (2014) and is

based on the analysis of the symmetry of the final

Pareto optimal models.

From a practical point of view, the overall MOEA

procedure is accomplished through the following

steps:

1. computation of the RPM curve(s) and velocity

spectra of the Z and R components of the field

data;

2. definition of a reasonable search space;

3. creation of a series of initial subsurface models

(randomly defined within the search space) and

computation of the synthetic traces of the Z and

R components;

4. computation of the velocity spectra and RPM

curves of the computed synthetic traces;

5. computation of the three misfits (for the three

considered ‘‘objects’’);

6. optimization of the model (MOEA scheme).

The two most important models eventually

obtained are the mean model computed by

considering all the Pareto optimal models and the

model (i.e., the point—see Fig. 7) having the mini-

mum geometrical distance from the utopia point of

the multi-objective space (for details see Dal Moro

and Pipan, 2007 and Dal Moro et al. 2015c). In the

present paper, such solution is defined as the mini-

mum-distance model.

4. Case Study

A multi-offset and multi-component dataset was

acquired in north-eastern Italy (Fig. 8) in a reclama-

tion area dominated by coarse sediments (gravel)

with occasional sandy layers.

Data acquisition was performed using a single 3C

geophone and moving the source to different offsets

Figure 11
Case study (MO-RPM-HS approach): identified VS models. The

dashed blue line indicates the mean model (computed considering

all the Pareto optimal models), while the continuous green line

represents the minimum-distance model
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Figure 12
Case study (SO-RPM-HS approach): a Z and R traces (offset 48 m); b RPM frequency curve; c group-velocity spectrum of the vertical

(Z) component; d group-velocity spectrum of the radial (R) component

Figure 13
Case study (SO-RPM-HS approach). The two most important models obtained from the joint inversion of the single-offset (48 m) data. Upper

plots refer to the minimum-distance model: a vertical-component group-velocity spectra; b radial-component group-velocity spectra; c RPM

frequency curves. Lower plots refer to the mean model (computed by considering all the Pareto optimal models): d vertical-component group-

velocity spectra; e radial-component group-velocity spectra; f RPM frequency curves. For the velocity spectra, the colors in the background

represent the field data, while the overlaying black contour lines reflect the synthetic data of the identified models (reported in Fig. 14)
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(MSOR approach). This way we simulated the

acquisition of a multi-component MASW dataset

with 14 traces (minimum offset and geophone spac-

ing of 3 and 5 m, respectively) (see acquisition

parameters in Table 1 and field traces in Fig. 9a). An

affordable equipment was then sufficient to record

multi-offset and multi-component data suitable for

the holistic analyses here considered.

In the following two sections, we present the

results obtained from both the multi-offset (MO-

RPM-HS) and single-offset (SO-RPM-HS)

approaches.

4.1. Multi-Offset RPM Holistic (MO-RPM-HS)

Analysis

Figure 9 reports the field traces and the three

objects considered for the joint analysis considered in

the present paper: the RPM frequency-offset surface

and the velocity spectra of the vertical and radial

components (since in this case we are dealing with

multi-offset data, we here consider the phase

velocities).

Two major facts are apparent:

a. the phase velocity spectrum of the Z component

shows two distinctive mode jumps at about 8 and

15 Hz: the signals below 8 Hz and above 15 Hz

likely pertain to the fundamental mode, while the

signal in between relate to higher mode(s);

b. the RPM frequency-offset surface (Fig. 9b) pro-

vides evidence of prograde motion in particular

between about 5 and 11 Hz.

The radial component (Fig. 9d) appears slightly

fuzzy, which might be (at least partly) due to some

scattering phenomena induced by old buried utilities

(in the area, some old buildings were demolished)

that, as shown by Rodrı́guez-Castellanos et al.

(2006), can influence in particular the radial

component.

The results of the joint inversion are presented in

Figs. 10 and 11. Figure 10 summarizes the agreement

between the field and synthetic data of the two most

important models (the one having the minimum

distance from the utopia point and the mean model

computed considering all the Pareto optimal solu-

tions) reported in Fig. 11.

The non-perfect match of the Z component

(Fig. 10a, d) is a clear example of the fact that a

joint inversion is a compromise. In fact, in case we

would consider the velocity spectrum of just one

component (e.g., in this case, the vertical one), we

would easily find a model that perfectly matches that

spectrum but that is not sufficiently good to match the

RPM surface and/or the velocity spectrum of the

second component.

In other words, a joint inversion typically pro-

duces imperfect matches for the single components,

but the obtained subsurface model is more robust

with respect to the one that can be obtained from the

analysis of one single component only (some details

regarding the comparison of the performances of

single- and multi-objective inversion will be provided

in a work currently in progress).

Figure 14
Case study (SO-RPM-HS approach): identified VS models (shown

to approximately two thirds of the considered offset). The dashed

blue line indicates the mean model (computed considering all the

Pareto optimal models), while the continuous green line shows the

minimum-distance model
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Figure 15
Multi-offset data presented in Dal Moro et al. (2015c) and here considered for the holistic inversion of the Rayleigh waves according to the

MO-RPM-HS approach: a seismic traces of the Z and R components; b Rayleigh-wave particle motion (RPM) frequency-offset surface;

c phase velocity spectrum of the Z component; d phase velocity spectrum of the R component. Love waves are presented in Fig. 16

Figure 16
Love waves (transversal component) acquired on the same site as for the data presented in Fig. 15. As highlighted in Dal Moro et al. (2015c),

while Rayleigh waves are strongly dominated by the first higher mode, Love waves are apparently largely dominated by the fundamental one
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From the stratigraphic point of view, the most

important feature of the obtained subsurface model is

the low-velocity layer (LVL) between about 12 and

18 m, which, considering the overall local geology,

can be interpreted as a sandy stratum beneath a gravel

layer (gravels dominate the area; see Fig. 8).

4.2. Single-Offset RPM Holistic (SO-RPM-HS)

Analysis

For the analysis of single-offset data, we consid-

ered the 48-m offset traces extracted from the multi-

offset dataset considered in the previous

section (Fig. 12).

The SO-RPM-HS approach varies from the

method presented in Dal Moro et al.

(2015a, b, 2016), where we considered the combined

analysis of the Z and R group-velocity spectra with

the RVSR curve (i.e., the ratio between the amplitude

spectra of the radial and vertical-components).

The final results of the SO-RPM-HS joint inver-

sion are summarized in Figs. 13 and 14. The overall

agreement with the solution obtained from the

analysis of multi-offset data (see previous section)

is apparent. Although some minor differences are

inevitable, the overall velocities and the LVL below

the superficial stiffer layers are in fact confirmed

(compare Figs. 11 and 14).

5. Discussion

The RPM frequency curve (or the frequency-offset

surface in case of multi-offset data) represents a quick

way for evaluating the tendency of a given site to

produce Rayleigh-wave prograde motion which, as

pointed out in Trifunac (2009), can represent an addi-

tional critical factor for building stability, so that the

computation of the RPM curves can provide valuable

information also in seismic-hazard assessment studies.

Figure 17
The two most important models obtained from the joint inversion presented in this paper (MO-RPM-HS approach) while considering the

dataset presented in Dal Moro et al. (2015c). Upper plots refer to the minimum-distance model: a vertical-component phase velocity spectra;

b radial-component phase velocity spectra; c RPM frequency-offset surfaces. Lower plots refer to the mean model (computed by considering

all the Pareto front models): d vertical-component phase velocity spectra; e radial-component phase velocity spectra; f RPM frequency-offset

surfaces. For the velocity spectra, the colors in the background represent the field data, while the overlying black contour lines reflect the

synthetic data of the identified model (reported in Fig. 18a). For the RPM data, the synthetic surface is reported by dashed contour lines with

the same color scale as the field data (since the agreement between the field and the synthetic data is extremely good, the two surfaces are

visually hardly separable)
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Because the actual Rayleigh-wave motion

depends on the complex interactions of various ele-

ments (e.g., high Poisson values, abrupt VS variations,

large-amplitude higher modes, etc.), it is not advis-

able to simplify the reasons for prograde motion (Dal

Moro et al. 2017).

To provide an example of data largely dominated

by higher modes and prograde motion, we processed

the multi-offset dataset presented in Dal Moro et al.

(2015c) according to the procedure considered in this

study.

While in Dal Moro et al. (2015c) we considered

the multi-component joint inversion of the phase

velocity spectra of Love and Rayleigh (both radial

and vertical components) waves, we here focus on

Rayleigh waves only and consider the joint analysis

of the phase velocity spectra (vertical and radial

components) together with the RPM frequency-offset

surface.

The field traces of the Z and R components are

shown in Fig. 15a and the RPM frequency-offset

surface in Fig. 15b. In the 5–40 Hz frequency range,

Rayleigh-wave motion is apparently strongly pro-

grade (for all the offsets), while at lower frequencies

the motion is retrograde.

If we consider the Z and R phase velocity spectra

(Fig. 15c, d), it is quite remarkable how both the

components are strongly dominated by higher modes

(further details in Dal Moro et al. 2015c).

Actually, in this case, the highly prograde motion

observed for frequencies higher than about 5 Hz

(Fig. 15b), is likely related to the large-amplitude of

the first higher mode that dominate Rayleigh waves at

those frequencies.

On the other hand, as often observed (Safani et al.

2005; Dal Moro and Ferigo 2011; Xia et al. 2012; Dal

Moro 2014), Love waves are clearly dominated by

the fundamental mode (Fig. 16).

The results of the MO-RPM-HS joint inversion

presented in Figs. 17 and 18a appear in good agree-

ment with the solution presented in Dal Moro et al.

(2015c) and reported in Fig. 18b, which largely relied

Figure 18
a VS models of the data presented in Fig. 17. The dashed gray line indicates the mean model (computed considering all the Pareto optimal

models), while the continuous green line is the minimum-distance model; b minimum-distance Vs model obtained in Dal Moro et al. (2015c)

from the joint FVS analysis of the ZVF, RVF and THF components
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on the Love waves (that are dominated by the fun-

damental mode and, consequently, are less prone to

modal dispersion curve misinterpretations).

Actually, since it is based on the holistic analysis

of Rayleigh waves only, the proposed approach can

be particularly relevant for the unambiguous explo-

ration of large areas, without the need of the joint

acquisition of Love waves, which, when dealing with

several hundreds or thousands of shots, can become

quite problematic (see introductory paragraph).

Figure 19 reports the 2D VS section obtained by

analyzing a northern Switzerland dataset according to

the MO-RPM-HS approach. The datasets consists of

39 multi-component (Z ? R) and multi-offset shots

acquired following a classical roll-along procedure

(average shot spacing equal to 3 m).

Each shot was analyzed according to the pre-

sented methodology and the 39 VS profiles were then

used to create the presented 2D section.

The details regarding the analysis of two of the 39

shots are presented in Figs. 20 and 21. It is possible to

clearly delineate a relatively stiff, superficial, and thin

cover (filling materials) over a soft lacustrine

sequence overlaying a very hard till/gravel sequence

typical of the investigated area.

6. Conclusion

In the present paper, we introduced and discussed

the joint analysis of the RPM data together with the

velocity spectra of the vertical and radial compo-

nents of Rayleigh waves.

Such a method can be applied both to multi-offset

and single-offset (multi-component) data. In case of

multi-offset data, we refer to the approach as MO-

RPM-HS, while in case of single-offset data we use

the expression SO-RPM-HS.

Figure 19
Example of a 2D Vs section obtained from the joint analysis described in this paper: a Vs section as a function of the inline position and depth

from the surface; b Vs section as a function of the inline position and altitude (above sea level). Labels reported at the top of the two sections

indicate the shot number. The details regarding two of the 39 shots are reported in Figs. 20 and 21
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While the velocity spectra describe the velocities

along the two Z and R axes (the two velocity spectra are

in general different, so provide complementary infor-

mation), the RPM data characterize the actual particle

motion induced by the Rayleigh-wave propagation.

Such particle motion is a function of both frequency and

offset and is generally often far from simple retrograde

motion, as often simplistically assumed.

Figure 20
Shot #6 (see shot location in Fig. 19): joint inversion accomplished according to the MO-RPM-HS approach. Upper plots refer to the

minimum-distance model: a vertical-component phase velocity spectra; b radial-component phase velocity spectra; c RPM frequency-offset

surfaces. Lower plots refer to the mean model (computed by considering all the Pareto front models): d vertical-component phase velocity

spectra; e radial-component phase velocity spectra; f RPM frequency-offset surfaces. The two Vs profiles are reported in the g plot. For the

velocity spectra, the colors in the background represent the field data, while the overlaying black contour lines reflect the synthetic data of the

identified models. For the RPM data, the synthetic surface is reported by dashed contour lines with the same color scale as the field data (since

the agreement between the field and synthetic data is extremely good, the two surfaces are visually hardly separable)
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Unlike the polarity analysis proposed by Gribler

et al. (2016) and the RVSR curve used in Dal Moro

et al. (2015a, b, 2016), the RPM frequency-offset data

can be determined even when using vertical and

horizontal geophones with different response curves.

Furthermore, compared with the approach adop-

ted in Gribler et al. (2016), the RPM curve/surface

describes the Rayleigh-wave motion more accurately

because the correlation coefficients are computed as a

function of the frequency (and offset).

Figure 21
Shot #22 (see shot location in Fig. 19): joint inversion accomplished according to the MO-RPM-HS approach. Upper plots refer to the

minimum-distance model: a vertical-component phase velocity spectra; b radial-component phase velocity spectra; c RPM frequency-offset

surfaces. Lower plots refer to the mean model (computed by considering all the Pareto front models): d vertical-component phase velocity

spectra; e radial-component phase velocity spectra; f RPM frequency-offset surfaces. The Vs two profiles are reported in the g plot. For the

velocity spectra, the colors in the background represent the field data, while the overlaying black contour lines reflect the synthetic data of the

identified models. For the RPM data, the synthetic surface is reported by dashed contour lines with the same color scale as the field data (since

the agreement between the field and synthetic data is extremely good, the two surfaces are visually hardly separable)
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Being based on Rayleigh waves only, the pre-

sented approach can be significantly efficient in

particular for the unambiguous exploration of large

areas.

In this case, in fact, the joint acquisition of both

Rayleigh and Love waves could be problematic during

the acquisition of hundreds or thousands of shots.

It must be emphasized that the dispersion analysis

of a single component (typically represented by the

vertical component of Rayleigh waves) is often

insufficient to solve the ambiguities related to the

interpretation of the velocity spectra and the non-

uniqueness of the solution.

We must also consider that passive seismics does

not represent an economically feasible approach

because the recording times are too long when

exploring large areas for geotechnical purposes.

The approach presented in the present paper rep-

resents a possible solution that allows the joint

analysis of three ‘‘objects’’ and the implementation of

a well-constrained inversion that can provide a robust

subsurface model.

It is also important to underline that the polarities

of the geophones used to acquire the data must be

known and that the computation of the synthetic

traces must be clearly consistent.

In other words, the convention adopted by the

sensors must be known (e.g., about the vertical geo-

phones, it must be known if the plus sign refers to an

upward or downward motion; for a wide discussion

about these issues see Brown et al. 2002).

From a very practical point of view, it is also

important to check the polarity of all the geophones

because, in our experience, it is not uncommon that,

in a set of 24 geophones, one or two geophones have

opposite polarities.
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